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I began my college career as a strict capitalist, choosing to major in management at the 
Farmer School of Business within the confines of the cripplingly homogeneous Miami University. 
At the end of my sophomore year, I had a come-to-Jesus moment where I realized what truly 
mattered to me. As a result of this epiphany, I changed my major to Entrepreneurship and on-
boarded a Film Studies minor. I now like to fancy myself “a student of creativity”. I also have a 
left leaning mother who has held top positions within the corporate cock fight that known as 
Silicon Valley. This metamorphosis and shifting of perspectives makes me adequately qualified to 
analyze Snowpiercer from the perspective that Curtis is a manager with aspirations to reach the 
top of a corporate entity rather than a white savior liberating his fellow back-of-the-trainers 
from bondage. 

 Snowpiercer is a film that undermines a franchise. Cutis’ character stands opposed to 
Steve Rodgers (Captain America) and what his persona stands for within the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe. This is similar to how The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo undermines James Bond, how 
Sunset BLVD undermines the studio and star system, and how Birdman undermines summer tent-
poles, more specifically, super hero movies.  I would have liked to elaborate upon this idea in my 
paper but there simply was not enough room.  

- Benjamin Paulides 
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Alternatives to Gentrification? 

 Income inequality, existentialism, and technological adaptation in the face of changing 

paradigms: current topics of discussions within the global political spectrum and themes in 

director Bong Joon-Ho’s latest outing: Snowpiercer. Bong Joon-Ho is considered an icon in his 

homeland of South Korean, having developed a niche brand in the comedy-horror genre through 

such masterpieces as 2003’s Memories of Murder and 2009’s Mother. These two outings behind 

the lens explore the monster within us, the audience, as we permit a cinema of laughter to be 

juxtaposed with that of the perverse. Joon-Ho’s rock-solid formula is abandoned for Snowpiercer, 

where he chooses instead to explore larger themes associated with gross wealth inequality that 

pervade the current economic climate. Each train car in Snowpiercer is meant to represent a 

separate class step, the lowest of which is occupied by individuals who would like nothing more 

than to rise up out of poverty. The leader of the impoverished people is a strong, handsome, 

charismatic, white male leader named Curtis played by Chris Evans. Evans has become popular 

in recent years due to his portrayal of Steve Rodgers, aka Captain America, in the Marvel 

Cinematic Universe. What Director Joon-Ho has done is hide a subtext of white manifest destiny 

beneath the overt themes of class discrepancy. In the following I will argue that Curtis’ rise to the 

top, represented by his journey to the front of the train, is driven not by a altruistic ideology but 

rather a selfish inherent need to reap what others have sowed and rise above his fellow man.  

 In his book, Energy for Future Presidents, Richard Muller suggests spraying millions of 

tons of sulfates (sun reflecting chemicals) into the atmosphere in order to negate the effects of 

global warming. It would behoove the fossil fuel industry to make this theory a reality. Many 

believe this already to be happening. The opening shot of Snowpiercer shows three “chemtrails” 
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being sprayed across the screen by three jets. These three jet streams could be interpreted as 

representing the three branches of government, the three ships that Columbus sailed on, or the 

three primary colors. All would be applicable to the medium and/or themes found in 

Snowpiercer. However by observing the hierarchy imposed within the Snowpiercer’s leadership, 

we are able to deduce a more subversive meaning.  

In Figure I we see Mason, played by an androgynous Tilda Swinton, in Gaddafi-esque 

whites who, in an ironic duality, represents both a politician and the voice of the man behind the 

curtain. It should be noted that earlier in the film, one of Mason’s subordinates refers to her as 

“sir”, which helps develop the fact that “she” is an “it” making her representative of an ideology 

rather than a specific character. Also in the frame are two businessmen who stand to Mason’s 

right, while her military leaders occupy the space to her left. IMDB lists the two businessmen as 

Franco the Elder and Franco the Younger, showing both the influence that business has on 

politics (the Younger deflects an ax thrown by Curtis towards Mason and eventually kills Edgar 

when chaos ensues) and how white male families saturate higher level positions within the 

business world. In front of Mason stand her soldiers who are masked and have their eyes 

covered. These “blind” troopers are an obvious ode to lady justice and the unflinching need for 

loyalty in the face of upheaval. This frame is taken from a scene where Mason is giving a 

bureaucratic speech. She says that, “precisely seventy-four percent [of Curtis’ soldiers] will die”, 

exemplifying the quantifiable mechanisms used by big government, in order to make difficult 

decisions more palatable for both themselves and their constituents.  

What the three chemical trails in the opening shot of the film represent is the same thing 

that Mason and her podium members physically exemplify: big business manipulating politics 
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for their own agenda, and using military to enforce that agenda. In light of global warming, the 

fossil fuel industry would have two options. The first option being to curb emissions and output 

of fossil fuels, thus lowering profits. This would eventually result in their replacement by 

renewable energy alternatives. The second option would be to deny environmental change and 

begin a covert program to negate the cause of global warming, which would allow the profit 

party to continue.  

How does Curtis fit into this?  

Following Mason’s speech, a fight ensues. During the skirmish Curtis’ second in 

command, Edgar, an 18-year-old who Curtis comes close to cannibalizing during Edgar’s 

infancy, is held at knifepoint by Franco the Younger. Curtis chooses to let Edgar die in order to 

snatch Mason and force her to make her troops surrender. Curtis spares Edgar from death when 

he is a baby, only to sacrifice him at a time best suited to his own agenda. Also it is one of 

Mason’s right hand businessmen who kills Edgar. It is widely known that in the business word 

managers are not keen on being replaced. Both Franco the Younger and Franco the Elder realize 

this and end up being Curtis’ main impediment in reaching the front of the train.  

The true hero of the story is Korean character, Nam Goong Minsoo, played by Korean 

film star Kang-ho Song. Nam Goong is the one who initiates the “real” overthrow choosing to 

topple the enslaving ivory tower led by his anglo-saxon leaders. He does this by collecting 

Kronole, a highly addictive hallucinogen that is consumed by many passengers, and uses it to 

blow open a hole in the side of the train. Kronole, as it turns out, is also very explosive.  

Curtis is beyond flawed. He starts as idealist yet ends envious of Wilber’s status as 

conductor. This is a backwards progression and stands in contrast to most Hollywood tropes. 
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Conversely, Nam Goong realizes that living within a perpetual system of overthrow, collapse and 

rebuild is not living at all; it is merely “existing”. Curtis’ shallow liberation is epitomized by a 

comment he makes to a fellow revolutionary, saying that once they get to the front, “they will 

run the train”. All Curtis is proposing is to trade one regime for another. If he truly wanted to 

change, he would talk about redistribution of amenities amongst all passengers instead of just his 

own people.  

Wilbur is willing to sacrifice few for the greater good. It is clear that Curtis is willing to 

do the same by allowing Franco The Younger kill Edgar. Many argue that the Koch brothers 

earned and maintain their fortune at the expense of the less fortunate in this country. They do this 

by having a stranglehold in both politics and business. In its infancy, a capitalistic economic 

system works well, however as wealth begins to be amassed by the wealthy few, those few are 

able to manipulate socio-economic mechanisms within the state to their own benefit. Every so 

often there is an exceptional individual that is able to break free from his or her standing and rise 

to the top. Once that individual breeches the exclusive club of “high income earners” they have a 

choice: gentrify or deviate from the status quo. Most choose the former. Following Curtis’ 

catharsis that Gilliam, John Hurt, and Wilbur, Ed Harris, (note: three Caucasian males) were 

grooming him to become the next leader, Curtis chooses manifest destiny over rebellion. There is 

a moment when Curtis realizes that Nam Goong intends to blow up the train; Curtis has a dismal 

look on his face. He quickly realizes that that he cannot fulfill his intended purpose and settles 

for the next best option: helping keep Yona alive during the explosion so that she can begin to 

repopulate the warming world.  
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It is too easy to say that Snowpiercer implores, “Titanic-like class war simplicity” as 

James Crotty of the Huffington post proposes, because war is never that simple. Backchannel 

negotiations, hidden agendas, and profit suckling have always been associated with war, 

especially class war(fare). There are always a few exceptional individuals who are able to 

understand and navigate the system to the point of exploitation. Wilber designed the train and 

system but he needed an exceptional individual to continue his legacy. Curtis perfectly 

exemplifies the exceptional man; he is brave, handsome, intelligent, daring, and charismatic, but, 

most of all, he is vulnerable to manipulation. This is no different than the trust fund child who 

inherits his wealth or the heir who is bestowed a gas company. The true test of character comes 

when you fully understand the system and decide whether or not to conform to it.  

FIGURE I 
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